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The achromatic number of a graph is the Iargest number uf independent sets its vertex set can 
be split into in such a way that the union of any two of the= sets is nlat independent. A graph is 
irreducible if no two vertices ha\,e the same neighborhood. The xhromatic number of an 
irreducible graph with n vertices is shown to be 2 $- o(l))log n/log log ~1, while an example of 
E&s shows that it need not be > log n/log 2+ 2 for any n. The proof uses an indisccr&ility 
argument. 
1. 
Wlz consider finite graphs without loops or multiple edges. For a graph 
G = (V(G), E(G)), V(G) is the set of vertices (or points) and E(G) is the set of 
edges in G, i.e., E(G) s [ V(G)F, where [Xlk denoizs the set of k-element subsets 
of x. 
A coloring of G is a function f : V(G)+(i : 0 s i < k) such that f(x) # f(y) 
whenever {XY)E E(G); if there is a need to be more specific, such an f can be 
called a vertex c&kg. I-Iere the set (i : 0 =S i < k) can be written shortly as k (see 
Section 11, where some set-theoretical notation and terminology is explained). 
The chromatic nu&er x(G) is the least integer k for which such a coloring exists. 
An irreducible cobring is a coloring f : QG]-, k such fhat for any i, j c k, i # j, 
there are 5, y with {xy} E E(G) such that f(x) = i and f’( y ) = j. An irreducible 
coloring is also ca!led a complete coloring. If a coloring is reducible, i.e. not irreducible, 
then one can obtain a coloring with fewer colors (elements of the range of f are 
called colors) by renaming %he two colors for which the irrczdnrcibility requirement 
fctii:, 2s me new color. The achromatic number +4(G) of G is the largest integer k 
onto which an irreducible coloring exists. If G’ is an Snderced :i:u&grtigh ahf G, i.e., if 
V(G’)c V(G) and JZ(G’)=E(G)f7[V(G’)]2, then we have x(G’)sx(G) and 
$(G’) s 9(G). In fact, the first i tlequality is clearly true w h any, not necessarily 
induced, subgrap’h G’ To see the second one, take a coloring of G’ that realizes 
its achromatic number, and color the vertices in V(G) \ V(G’:t me by one with the 
*This material is partly Lased upon work supported by the National Science Ffmndation under 
Grant No. 7901732. 
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existing colors, as long as this is possible. 1 he vertices that it was not possible to 
color this way can be assigned one or mor : new colors. 
,\ set S c V(G) is independent if E( G)\[S12 = 0. Clearly, thl: chromatic 
number of G is the minimum number of independent sets V(G) can be par- 
titioned irlto, am! the achromatic number is the maximum number of iindependent 
sets C’(G) can be partitioned into in such a way that the union of any two among 
these is not independent, A graph G is calk:d irreducible if any two of its points 
have different adjacency sets (or neEghborhcods), i.e., if for any x, YE V(G) with 
x # y we h,ave (z :{XZ)E E(G)} #(z :(YZ)E 13(G)). The inequality of these sets 
means that there is a vertex 4, of G such :Itat ds, is joined to exactly one of the 
points x and y (i.e., exactly one of the pair; (xc&} and (yc&} belongs to E(G)). 
Such a dry is called a distinguisher of, or fc I, x and y. If (xy}~ E(G) then we can 
always choose d,, = x (or y). 
2. 
The aim of these notes is to estimate tht: achromatic number of an irreducible 
graph G, in terms of the number n of iti. vertices. P. Hell and IX. MiIler [3f 
observed that $( CJ, ) --+cQ as n+=; it foI!ows from their proof that JI(G,,)a 
c,v’(log log nf (here and below c with or without subscripts denotes a positive 
constant), Moreover, they noticed that JI/.G,)+m can also be deduced from a 
result of A.J. Moffman [4]. Nere we will !jhow that in fact, for arbitrarily small 
&>O 
~CI(G,)5(~-~)logn/Ioglogrz (1) 
holds if n is large enough. On the other land, Erdos constructed an irreducible 
graph G,, with n vertices such that 
$(G,) d log n/log 2 + 2. (2) 
Were is an outline of his construction (see Fig. 1). Let n = k +2k, and write 
V(G,) - k Uf(0) x !P(kj), where 9(k) is he power set of k =(i :O< i <k}, i.e., 
9T.k I= ix : x c k} (it is necessary to take (Q} x 9(k) rather than P(k) here in order 
to avoid a formal contradiction in the d~~~nitio~-n~ely, k and Cl@(k) are not 
<o, o> <G, {o)> <@, {l}> <o, {2)> cc: {o I}> co, {02)> co, {12]> -9 !Qf4> 
Fig. 1. The Erdhs graph for k = 3. 
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disjoint according to the conventions we use, while k and (0)X 9(k) are; cf. the 
end of Section 11). Let k and (0)X p(k) be independent sets, hnd for i E k and 
x: E 9(k) put {& (OX)}E E(G) if i E X. Then, for an irreducible @or&g f, only one 
of the cokrs ,(i,e., ontr one among the gotiekmpty se@ {t E VCG) : f( t} = j}) can be 
included iz (0) )r g(k); the other c,~Aors must all intersect k. “III& is, there can be 
at most k + 1 colors, which verifies (2). (The +2 instead of +1 on the r&$&hand 
side of (2) is obtained when ex::ending this construction to n’s with’ k - 1+ 2k-1 < 
n C k + 2k.) 
Slightly improving the above example, P. Hell constructed an irreducible graph 
G with k -+ 3 l 2k vertices and achromaGc number sk +2. In his example, 
V(G) = k U (3 x P(k)); k is an independent set: G restricted to 3 X P(k) has 
exactly the edges ((Ox), (1 y)} for any x, y E P(k); and, for any i E k., x E 9r( k), and 
i E 3, i is joined to (ix) exactly if i E x. We leave to the reader to show that this G 
has the desired properties. 
3. 
There are two important classes of bipartite graphs (Le., graphs with chromatic 
number 2) having high achromatic numbers, defined as follows: G:, denotes the 
class of graphs (see Fig. 2) isomorphic to anjr graph G such that 
and 
HOi), (Ii)1 E E(G) 
The coloring f defined by 
that $(G) 2 n. 
G;,, denotes the class of 
V(G) = 2 x n; 
(O}xn and (l}xn 
HOi), (191 E E(G) 
and 
(OSj;=i<n). 
f(W) = i (0 s i < n, 0 c s < 2) is irreducible, showing 
/ 
graplhs isomorphk to any graph G such that, 
are independent sets; 
(OSi<n)* 9 
HOi), (1 j)) P E(G) (OSj-Ci-03). 
0 1 2 3 4 
Fig. 2. A coloring cf G 2++ with the ccllors 0, I, 2,3,4 showing that thd acarornatic number of this 
graph is at least S. Somt optional edges are indicated by broken lines. 
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1 2 3 2 3 3 
Fig. 3. A partial coloring of G,i; with the colors 0, 1,2, .3 showing that the achromatic number of this 
graph is at least 4. Some optional e d zes irre indicated by broken lines. 
For this graph we have JI(G) 2 [dn] ([xl d enotes the ,!reatest integer not exceed- 
ing x), as shown by the following ineduc&le pwfial &:oIoring (see Fig. 3) f of G 
(i.e... irreducible coloring of an induced :;ubgraph of G): if 
k[Jn]~ i <(k + I)[Jn] (0 S t < [Jn]), 
the n write 
f((Oi)) = k, 
and if 
OdkiC[Jn], 
then write 
f((1. k[Jn]+ i)) = i. 
AS a prepakration for the proof of (1). consider an irreducible graph G with n 
vertices, chromatic number J( = x(G), and achrornati(z number $= 4(G). Let 
v:(;, = L’ L_Jk be a partition of its ver XX set into x pairwise disjoint indepen- 
dent sets. Assume that I = I,_, is the lar+:st among these. Then 
m = IZbn/x. (3) 
For each dist:inct X, y E I, let 4, be a dist nguisher of x and y, fixed from this point 
on. Clearly, ~4~ $ I, since I is independe n t. 
Pick an arbitra;*y total order K on I. We :are going to define two functions f and 
g fixed through the end of the proof of Cl); f and g will be c;llled colorings (of 
pairs and triples, respectively) of 1. (Not: that the word coloring here is used in a 
new sense, i.e., in the dense of edge coloring of uniform hypergraphs, while earlier 
it was used in the sense of vertex colorir I$:. It will, however, always I be clear from 
!he context which sense is used.) 
f:[T12-,x- 1 
is defined by putting 
f(h)) == k ‘if d,, E Ik (x, y E I:; x 4 y;, 
g : [I]“-+2(={01}) 
is defined, for any x, 
g(by4)=0 
jdbYzi)= 1 
y,z~I with xc:y<z, by seiting 
Y. 
Using estimates of Erdos and Rado [2] in the finite 
now derive the inequality 
$ a c&log log log n) (n large). 
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Ramsey theorem, we can 
While this is in itself of no interest to us, the proof of (1) will use basically the 
same ideas, and it might bc easier to follow that proof in the light of our 
discussion as to how to make the verification of (4) more exact so as to get (I). 
We now give a description of the Ramsey estimates needed to establish (4); a 
d.etailed discussion of these is given in [l, Section 261. Let 
be a coloring of the a-element subsets of Ali. Xs M is said to be IzonrogePreotPs (or 
mortochromatic) (with respect to, or for, h) if Fz is constant on [Xl’. 
means that for an_Ic oloring h : [kp+s there is a homogeneous set XC k of 
cardinality 2 t, whiL: 
is the negation of lthis statement. k, r, s here are assumed to be (nonn’egative) 
integers; it is, however, usually convenient to alloq~v t to be any real. 
According to a theorem of Erdos and Rado [2], we have 
k+t logk 2 -w- s logs ) (k >3), s (S) 
and 
‘k 3(c3 log log k&- (61 
in the latter relation, c3 is a suitable constant and k has to be lar::e enough. A 
proof of these is al % o given for example in [ 1, Section 261. There i c however no 
need to check their oroofs, as the proof of (1) will avoid using these r(:lations. For 
the convenience of :he reader, we restate these reiations in word:,. As for (5), it 
says that given any F et of k 3 3 elements, if one colors the pairs of ; he elements of 
this set with s color;, then there will be a subset of at least log k,b log s elements 
all pairs of which are of the same color. Statement (6) says tbat if one colors all 
triples of the ele:mec,ts of :I k-element set for large enough k with t&o colors, then 
there will be a svbset of at least c3 log log k elements all triples of which are of the 
same color. 
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To prove (4), let it be large enough, arlci assume, say, that 
x =slog log n (7) 
As q% 3 x, there is nothing to prove if this assumption fails. According to (5), (3) 
and (7) imply that, say, 
m-+(Jlog n)Z-*, 
i.e., there is a subset X1 of cardinality 2 \“log yt of I that is homogeneous with 
respect to j’ (see Section 4 for f and g---the latter will be used in the next 
sentence). Then, by (6), X1 has a subset & of cardinality ac3 log log &g n that 
is homogeneous with respect to b Write 
where X3 is obtained from X2 by omittin: at most one point so as to make 1.X,1 
fnven. Then 
IX,/ = 2k 2 c4 log log log n, (8) 
where any c,< c3 will do provided n is 
enumerated in increasing order, i.e., 
large enough. Assume that the qs are 
Xi < Xj whenever i < j, 
where 4 is the ordering of I specified above. 
Noting that 
(9) 
by virtue of f_!_ being the distinguisher 01' Xi and Xi, write 
The relation in (9) implies that exactly one of the points X2i and xzi+l belongs to 
Y. Denote this point by yi ; then {yi : 0 - i < <: k} is an enumeration of the elements 
of Y in increasing order in the ordering 4:. For future reference, note that 
k = 1 Y 12 $4 log log log n 01) 
holds in virtue of (8). 
We claim that the subgraph G’ of G induced by the set 
IY,, d X2IXT, + I :Osi<k} 
belongs to the class G& or GFk according to whether or not 
Id x,,x,y x21 E E(G) 
(12) 
(13) 
holds, and the isom~x-phism to the graphs described in Section 3 is given by 
To ‘see* rhis, we have to verify claims @-(iv) below: 
(i) d Jhix2i+1 and yi are joined ifI (13) fails (Og i < k); 
(i3 42,X2L+~ atid yi are. joined f&Mi<j<k i&%3) holds;’ 
i Cj c k; and 
(iv) Y =z (yi : i < k) and (dXaxzI+, : 0’~ i < k} pre indepindent sets. 
Note that (iv) is needed only if G’ is to belong to’ the class G& We now turn to 
the proof of these claims. As for (i), it is 8 direct consequence of’ (10) and The 
definition of yi right afterwards. To see (ii), note that X,C X, is homogeneous 
with respect to g, and so 
d.IW*%J) = d~xZixZi+lyj~? ti <ic k) (14 
(Note here that yj = X2j or X~~+~; hena. xii< x2i+l < yjn) By the deCtion of g, the 
left-hand side here is 0 iff (13) holds, vMe the right-hand side is 0 iff d,..*++, and 
yj are joi:ted; thus (ii) follows. Given O;- M i <j < k, it follows from (i) and (ii) that 
{dX2iY2i+lf y& E(G) iff W+zix9+1, ~$6 EW, sh~wiw that dx2cxz+l # &2ix2i+,, which 
establishes (iii). As for (iv), Y s I= Ix+ and this latter set was chosen to be 
independent. To establish the independence of {d,,+, : 0 s i < k} notice that 
X, C_ X1 is homogeneous with respect to f, i.e., there is an s < x - I such that 
f&xi}) = s, i.e., d,, E Is, for any 0 s i < j < 2k. This shows that 
(dXZ.X1i+, : 0 s i < k} c Is, I (1% 
and the latter se t was chosen to be independent Hence (iv) is also established. 
Thus we verified our claim that the subgraph G’ of G induced by the set 
labeled (I 2) belongs to the class Gz+k or G& Hence al/ = +(G) 2 +(G’) 2 [Jk] (cf. 
Section 31, i.e., 
t)(G) 2 c,J(log log log n) 
with cz= d(c4/2) - E, according to (11). This establishes (4). 
6. 
Here we list the main weaknesses of the above proof, and will indicate how to 
eliminate them so as to get the better estimate in (1). 
The first point we mention bears no relevance to what fol3ows; it is, however, a 
good indication of how wasteful the above proof was. Namely, in order to get a 
set X c I that is homogeneous for both f and g (X2 was such a set), instead of 
applying (5) and (6) successivlely, we can carry out the arguments in the proofs of 
(5) and (6) simultaneously. This way we would get an X of cardinal@ 3 
c log log it, and this would imply 
However, this is still unsatisfactory, and we will choose a different way to improve 
the estimation of J/(G). 
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(a) The most important point is that very littlls of the homogeneity of X, for f 
and g was used. Only (I4) was used instea(I of the full homogeneity of X3 for g, 
and its homogeneity for E was used only tal establish (la), but all that is needed for 
this is that 
(36) 
(b) Note that we needed (iv) only whlen G’ was to belong to the class G&. 
That is, we needed (IS), which is the a;rl.y place where the coloring f rlvas used, 
only in this case, i.e., when X3 had g color 1 (i.e., in case (13) failed). This means 
that when obtaining an X3 with g color 0, we do not have to make it homogene- 
ous with respect to f. Hence when getting a homogeneous set with respect to g, we 
need a much larger set of Icolor 1 than one of color 0, since the former has to be 
thinned cut when making it h,omogeneous with respect to f. (In fact, as mentioned 
in (a), homogeneity will be replaf:ed witlh a weaker requirerrent.) There is one 
more reason why we have to be biased toward g color 1: namely a G’ in G& 
ensures $(G) 2 #(G’) 2 k, while one in G ,ik ensures only qk( G) 3 $( G’) 2 [x/k). 
7. 
We now set out to prove (1). First note that we may assume that, say, 
m 3 n/log n, (‘1’7) 
where m is the cardinality of the set 1. 111 fact, rn 2 n/x ~‘12/J/ according to (3). 
Therefore (17) will hold unless 4 B log n ; in this case, however, (1) certainly 
tKl,lLk. 
8. 
Startin with the set I, we are going to construct a set {x i <2k} satisfying the 
hornogcixity properties in (14) and ( 16). Our first step in this direction will be to 
construc1 a set 
such that 2, -C zj for i < j < 21, where 4 is tire ordering of I specified above:, and 
whenelrer 2i -t 1 < j, j’ 6 21. In order to construct 2, we will also construct a 
sequent of sets 
such thal 
z2 = mm, Si and Z2i+l = min,(Si\{Z2,}) (0 < i < I). UP) 
Put So = I, and let j 2 0. Assume that & Z2i’, and z2i+l have a-keady been 
constructed for i ~j and if c j. Write 
,M=19g_L2m, : I6 -**:; / ’ ..‘ 
: & 
where we recall that m = 14. Consider the inequ&ty 
141 a SOM-“. ’ (21) 
If this relation holds then we certainly have &I > 2 for large enough n in view of 
(17). In this case, we choose zzi and t21.+1 acxording to (19) and constrtrr.:t Sj.+l as 
described below. Otherwise, i.e ., if (21) fails, we stop and write I = j. Note that 
\q C 5oM-3. (22) 
Assume now that (21) holds. For r = 0 or 1 put 
q+1 = ix E Sj\iz2jz2j+J : g(cz2. z2j+*xl) = r)* (23) 
Then 
Sj = Sy+, U S;+, U (22jZ2j+1}* 
Note that 
Me-M/2 + 6:-M + M3/25 c i 
holds for small positive M, i.e., for large 
readily seen from the Taylor expansion 
ex = 1 tx +x2/2+x3/6+O(x4~. 
Statements (24’) and (25) imply that the 
I$!+,( 5s Mevw2 ISj/, 
I Is,+11 2: -eMM ISj\, 
and 
2<M3 ISji/25 
(24) 
(25) 
enough y1 (cf. (17) and (20)); this can be 
inequalities 
cannot all hold. The last one of these holds according to (21), so either 
IS:+*1 > hl’“,-““2 ISjl (26) 
or 
ISjQ >e- M ISjl (27) 
holds. If (26) holds, then put rj = 0; otl:exwiseY put I’/ = 1. Write Sj+l = S;+l. This 
defines thle set z =,{rj : i < 21) and the sequence I= So 23 S, 2 Sz:x l * * =) :SP 
Note the following important properties of the Zi’S: first, 
2:()-K q< l l - 4: 221-1; (28) 
this follows directly from (19) and the l-elation Sli.+I = S:+, c Sj’\(Z2jZzi+~} kf. (23)). 
Second, 
S((ZziZzi + 1 Zj}) ‘= Pi (2% 
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whenever 2i -+ 1 <j < 21. In fact, this follovvs from (23), as Zj E SjrJ,j c Si+r = S2+I 
(cf. (19)). . 
0ur next goal is to get some kind of es timate for the size of 2. To this end, 
write 
E0 = MeVM’* and El = e-? (30) 
Then, according to (26) or (27), we have 
i.e , 
lSj,ll= lsF+Il>Eri lsjl (Osj<h, 
l-l 
IS I ’ ISOI l n q. j=O 
Note here that IS,,( = III = m. Hence, by (22), the above inequality entails that 
I-1 
%HW3 > m n Er,. 
j=O 
(31) 
For r = 0 or 1 write: 
Q=(i:ri=z~,O~j<l} and qr=:‘~~l. 
Then (31) implies that 
5CFc/P-3 > rnE$~ . ELI, 
(32) 
i.e., by taking the logarithm of both sides and using (30), we obtain 
log so - 3 log M > log m + q,(log rn - M/2) - (91M, 
i.e., 
log w + 3 log M - log 50 < q,(--log A4 + M/2) -t- 41M. (33) 
Note that M = log-* m according to (20). Thus the left-hand side here is >(l- 
&Jog m, with arbitrarily small F‘] > 0 prov. died WI is large enough, and, moreover, 
-log M + M/2 < 2( 1+ &#og log no 
with arbitrarilly small e2>0. Hence (33) implies 
(1 - E&g m < 2q,(l+ &,)l0g i0g ni + 4Ji0g2 m. 
Let G>O lx: small. According TV (34), at least one of the inequalities 
(1 -~~)(l- q)log t7-3 Gq,(l+~,)l0gl0g t7~ 
ar!d 
E3(1 - E,)log m <4*/lag’ m 
mclst hold. That is, either 
or 
40 :* $0 - CLJlog m/log log m 
41 1 &F log3 n1 
(34) 
(35) 
(36) 
Achromc itic number 
holds, where es = ~~(1 - E J and e4 > 0 i-3 determined by the equality 
1-Eq=(1-Ej)(l-E1)J(~fE*); 
the only important thing’about e4 is thilt it can be Brlcdtrarily close to 0. 
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9. 
For r=O or 1, let 
Q ={~i, z2i+l: i E Qr) 
(cf. (32)), and let 
be 8n enumeration of the elements of Q. Vote that in view of (29) anti (32) we 
have 
whenever 2i + 1 < j < 2q,. 
10. 
In this section we are going to prove (1) in case (35) holds. Assuming this is 
the case, writ’< 
%=up,jS2k=2qo, and XB=(Xi:j<2k}. 
This X3 satisfies all the requirements it had to satisfy in St etion 5. Namely, (14) 
holds according to (37) (the J’iS occulting in (14) should bf defined from the 4s as 
was described in Section 5, i.e., as given right after (10)). Statement (15) and 
claim (iv) in Section 5 are not necessarily satisfied, but these are not needed, since 
(37) with r = 0 gives a graph G’ belonging to the cIasti G2+k (cf. (13) and the 
definition of g; see also Section 6, in particular the remarks under (a) and (b)). 
In this way, we obtain a graph G’ belonging to the class G&, and so 
J/=JI(G)a+(G’)= k= qf) 2 g( 1 - &q)log m/log log m 
holds according to (35). 1nr;quality (1) Mows from here with the aid of (17). 
11. 
Next we establish (1) if (36) holds. Assume ti?at this is the caqe, and consider 
the coloring f : [I]‘+x - 1 defined in Section 4. By the pigeon hole principle, 
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there is a set K E q1 = (i : 0 < i C, y1) oi cardinality 
k = IKI 241/(x - 1) 
and an integer s <x - 1 such that 
whenever i EK. Let 
be an enumeration of the set 
X3 = {U&Y U&i+1 : i E K). 
Then 
f (Ix2i9 x2i+ll) = s 
hr;& in vkw of (39, i.e., (15) is satisfied. !Cquation (14) is also satisfied; in fact, 
we have 
by virtue of (37) with r = 1 ( yi in (14) should be defined as given in Section 5, 
right after (10)). In the same way as in Section 5, we now obtain a graph G’ 
belorqhg to the class G$ Hence we have 
$I= t,Q(Gja,b(G’)a[JkJ. 
Therefore (38) and (36) impbr that 
i.e., 
q? 3 u’( Eg log’ m/(x - 1)) - 1 
II/=+Jog3 m/x) (Qj>O); 
thus 
$2 l x 2 ‘!+j !bg3 m. 
As x G $, this implies (1) in view (17). Thk completes the proof of (l), as one of 
(35) or (36) must hold. 
12. 
We conclude with some clarifications on set-theoretical notation and terminol- 
og!!. Integer usually means nonnegative integer, and is considered identica! to the 
set of integers preceding it. That is, 
f : X--, Y indicates that f is a function from X into Y, and f : XH y means that f is 
a function and f(x) = y. The set consisting of the elements x and y, written as (xy} 
oi‘ (x, y>, is usually called the unordered pair formed by x and y. The ordered pair 
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formed by x and y is denoted by (xy) OT {x, y}. According to’ the standard 
set-thmetical definition, (xy )-.{{x&y}$, _&-!&me. no in~tr;ger .k qmr~e~e,&p@r;. ia 1 * 
fact, every ixitegq _e+&pt’-4J +otil.~qi&‘:the erGpty ‘- wi 0; ivbile .&o _ &i&&t pnrir 
contains 0 (we used this faA in ord& to avoid a fmma~l conti&cti&‘in Sect& 2 
when p?esenting ‘Erdiis’s example). 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Pavol Hell for his helpful 
suggestions. 
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